FAQs for Móz Acrylic Materials
What type of acrylic materials do you offer?
What sizes do your acrylic materials come in?
What is the minimum order for acrylic sheets?
Where can I see your acrylic designs offered?
Do you offer custom patterns on your acrylic materials?
How can your acrylic materials be cleaned?
Do you have a library of imagery to use?
Can you paint the divider hardware different colors?
Can your dividers be used interior and exterior?
What thickness should be used for acrylic?
What size do samples come in?
How are the edges of the acrylic finished?

What type of acrylic materials do you offer?
Clear and frosted only
What sizes do your acrylic materials come in?
Standard sheet size is 4x8
What is the minimum order for acrylic sheets?
There is a 2 sheet minimum order
Where can I see your acrylic designs offered?
All Moz Designs standard digital designs can be printed onto acrylic sheets including all laser cut,
engravings patterns, blendz colors, and custom imagery brought by the client. These are available
to view on the Moz website.
Do you offer custom patterns on your acrylic materials?
Yes of course.
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How can your acrylic materials be cleaned?
For general cleaning, use a damp, lint free soft cloth or sponge with mild, non-abrasive soap and
water. You may also use a low concentration ammonia based cleaning agents such as household
glass cleaners. Disinfecting sprays that do not contain bleach such as Lysol® or an alcohol 60/40
mixture may also be used. DO NOT treat with rubbing compounds or lacquer thinner as this may
dissolve or etch the coating. NEVER use abrasives, abrasive cleaners or a pressure washer as it will
abrade the surface coating.
Do you have a library of imagery to use?
See Moz standard collections on the website
Can you paint the divider hardware different colors?
Our Posts and Gripper hardware for our Divider Solution come standard in a Satin Aluminum finish
but can also be painted in any color of your choice. Please provide us with your preferred paint
color manufacturer name and call out.
Can your dividers be used interior and exterior?
Recommended on interior only at this time

What thickness should be used for acrylic?
Our standard 4’x8’ panels come in 1/4” thickness. For panels smaller than 6’ we can provide 3/16”
thickness.
What size do samples come in?
Our samples are made from ⅛” thick acrylic and are in 3.5” x 5” size.
How are the edges of the acrylic finished?
Acrylic is cut using routers with eased edges to soften the edge for a clean satin look
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